tion fields in the aperture results in very large dynamic range. The coil is wound continuously across the midplane to give unusually large dynamic aperture. Above -2.2 T saturation is corrected by simple sextupole windings with no inductive coupling to the dipole. Ultrastable design requires no internal quench protection. A quadrupole pair of novel design gives excellent field quality to B > 2 T without corrections, with no SC magnetization. Experience shows magnets are accurate enough for the assembly to take place at its final location. No training is required. Test procedures (measurements with search coils or with the beam) and cooldown properties are discussed. The 12 m dipole magnet with psc-35mm has a single layer of monolithic rectangular conductor (1.68 mm x 4.06 mm) (Fig. 3) , with Cu/SC = 1.7. The dipole is curved after assembly with a radius of 275 m and a sagitta of 60 mm.
Cross coupling of fields between beam apertures is negligible, <1 x 10-4 of pure quadrupole (Fig. 5) .
The two dipoles are assembled in common iron laminations for economy and precise alignment, but the flux returns in separate paths.
The very precise, iron dominated field depends on the conductor turns being aligned as a single conducting current sheet. Only light mechanical preload (-50 psi) is applied, sufficient to tighten the coil assembly both vertically and horizontally.
The magnetic pressure at 100 GeV/amu(Au) is only -500 psi outward on the coil sheet, but it assures registration against a sheet of anodized pure Al which in turn is accurately supported by a molded insulator (RX-630) backed by the iron. Exact radial location The quadrupoles (smaller than dipoles) are supported by extra dipole laminations stamped with two locating holes at the correct spacing inside the tight fitting cryostat. The F and D quadrupoles are bussed separately, each string with nominally one-half of the current used in the dipole. This permits easy tune control along and orthogonal to the principle diagonal.
Correction Magnet Features and Specifications Two 0.15 m long sextupoles are located at each end of all quadrupoles powered in series to produce an "achromatic quadrupole." Their iron dominated, compact design (Fig. 7) , similar to the quadrupole, produces pure sextupole field. The single layer windings contain only 3 hand-wound turns of rectangular, monolithic conductor.
self-alignment of magnets in the unicell is estimated to be ±1/4 mm requiring only 25% of the correction capacity.
"Unicell Assembly" The pairs of dipole, quadrupole, sextupole and orbit correcting magnets and the pickup electrodes are all assembled in one cryostat (the "unicell").
The unicell has been designed for fast cooldown or warm up. Fast flowing He gas, heat exchanged with liquid N2, can flood through the system designed to have excellent longitudinal and transverse heat transfer properties without twisting.
During a short R&D phase dedicated to producing two unicells, extensive magnetic measurements would be carried out at liquid He temperature using multisection integrated long coil techniques. Detailed magnetic testing would be done for the first 10% of magnets of each type during production, and for about 10% of the remaining production magnets for quality control. The balance would be simply tested at room temperature since no quenching should occur. The window frame magnets constructed to date have had field precision equal to the best designed water cooled accelerator magnets, and well within the range of control of the machine corrections. Given the simplicity of the window frame magnet geometry, and the experience to date, individual testing of all units in helium prior to assembly in the ring should prove to be unnecessary.
The main requirement on the dipoles and quadrupoles is that their position be stable. GeV, where the required good field aperture is one half that at low energies. A simple planar 3-turn sextupole correction coil is adequate (Fig. 3 ).
Wound as a partial second layer on the outside of the dipole current sheet, it produces sextupole field with the dipolar component approximately cancelled to minimize inductive coupling.
The 10 cm orbit correcting magnet ( 
